SERVICE OFFERING

CLOUD SERVICES

Ground to Cloud: High Availability and Disaster Recovery
Ensure business continuity with Microsoft Azure

Business continuity encompasses both a plan and
preparations than enable an organization to operate
during a serious incident or recover quickly after a
disaster. For any organization, business continuity is—
or should be—a top priority. Depending on your business, a serious interruption in operations can mean
anything from lost revenue to the loss of the business.

Microsoft Azure
In the Cloud

Where do you start? AKA’s High Availability &
Disaster Recovery (HADR) offering leverages the
best of Microsoft technology to create real, actionable
business continuity solutions that minimize costs while
ensuring your data and processes are covered.

HIGH AVAILABILITY AND DISASTER
RECOVERY: THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Often, you see terms like “high availability” and
“disaster recovery” (or HADR, or DRHA) connected with
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High Availability (HA) is a plan that uses redundant or
fault-tolerant (having the ability to fail over) technology
to minimize disruptions to IT. Example: Redundant power supplies
Disaster Recovery (DR) is a strategy (including people, technology, and procedures)
for ensuring IT functions can be re-established at a facility in a different
geographic location when they cannot be recovered within a reasonable time.
Example: A recovery data center that takes over if disaster impacts the organization’s
main data center.
In short, HA is for “temporary” disruptions, while DR is the plan you go to when all
else has failed and your organization is facing catastrophic consequences. What is
common to both—and why they often go hand in hand—is data integrity. Your policies
for protecting your data must meet the needs of your business and be an integral
part of your HADR plan.

HA…DR…HADR: WHICH DO YOU NEED?
So, what does your organization need? HA? DR? Or both? The answer is, it depends
on your business requirements. Unfortunately, organizations often make the decision
based on budget; they choose HA because it is cost-prohibitive to set up an alternate
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Helping You Recover From All Disasters…
Big and Small

It might not be in the same league with a storm
or other catastrophic event, but when something
happens to an employee’s laptop, it’s still a
disaster—and you need another type of disaster
recovery plan. AKA can set up Microsoft tools like
OneDrive for Business and SharePoint to ensure
your employees don’t lose data if their computer
is lost or stolen. They simply enter their user name
and password on their new machine, and everything
is there, just as it should be.

data center and because issues that require HA are more routine and immediate.
With this, they risk serious data loss and more if a disaster strikes.
AKA can help you make an informed decision, build a plan, and deploy that plan.
Our High Availability and Disaster Recovery (HADR) offering leverages the best of
Microsoft technology for creating solid, actionable solutions that won’t break the
bank. We will work with you to design the right solution that minimizes costs while
ensuring your data is always there and that you are meeting your Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) and RTOs/RPOs (Recovery Time Objective/Recovery Point
Objective).
With Azure, we can create a HA solution of any system or a full DR replica.
We can also set up a plan for failing a traditional data center up to Azure, or Azure
to Azure, or even Amazon AWS to Azure. The result: A real-time, always up to date
back-up of any system or data center in Azure. This offering is available for systems
that need real-time replicas or systems that are put into “cold storage” for
compliance purposes.

Transform Your Business
With the Power of the Cloud

What about cost? You pay for the storage, and systems can remain “offline,” keeping
the price of a secondary replica cost effective. In addition, even if your systems are
all on premises currently, should you decide in the future to move them to Azure,
you’re already well on your way. We’ll help you determine your license applicability
for hybrid benefits in Azure so that when you decide to run in the Cloud, your costs
are minimized.

You can achieve true transformation by moving to Azure—
providing you have the right strategy and the right partner.
AKA’s Cloud experts will help you build and execute a strategy
that aligns with your goals and budget while reducing IT
operations costs. Our Cloud offerings include:
> Ground to Cloud: Strategy Roadmap

AKA: EXPERIENCE YOU WON’T FIND WITH ANY OTHER PARTNER

> Digital Transformation for the Modern Workplace

Having the right technology in place is only part of the equation. You need a partner
with specific expertise in several areas, including Azure, Dynamics, and ideally, your
industry. We are completely aligned with Microsoft’s approach and one the few
Dynamics Partners with the resources and methodology to pull together all of these
areas and ensure your systems are optimized and integrated for peak performance.
We offer:

> Ground to Cloud: Essentials

> Fast, thorough, cost-effective implementations. We have a proven
implementation methodology and dependable tools for application lifecycle
management, platform configuration, data migration, and environment migration,
that will have you up and running in Azure in days, not months.

> Ground to Cloud: Dynamics GP Migration

> Ground to Cloud: System Lift & Shift
> Ground to Cloud: Business System Integration
> Ground to Cloud: CRM Migration
> Ground to Cloud: ERP Migration

> Ground to Cloud: High Availability & Disaster Recovery
> Cloud Data Platform and Predictive Analytics
> Cloud Operations Managed Services

> Deep IT and business expertise. Rather than relying on an internal IT resource
that might not have the knowledge you need, you have AKA’s business
application and Azure consultants, developers, and support staﬀ as your IT team.
We are certified in Azure and understand the importance of compliance with
security and regulatory protocols like GDPR, HIPAA, and FedRAMP.
> Shared knowledge. In addition to designing and implementing your solution,
we also bring value-added consulting and education to the table. We want to be
your trusted partner, so we work closely with you, imparting our expertise while
listening to your needs.

ABOUT AKA ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
AKA specializes in making it easier to do business, simplifying processes and reducing risks.
With agility, expertise, and original industry solutions, we embrace projects other technology
firms avoid—regardless of their complexity. As a true strategic partner, we help organizations
slay the dragons that are keeping them from innovating their way to greatness.
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